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The success of the increasing use of technology in education is highly

dependent on learner acceptance. Although the Technology Acceptance

Model (TAM) is dominant in research for surveying acceptance of technology,

it does not allow the prediction of a successful first time use of technology.

The successful first time use can be determined with the survey of technology

affinity, as it corresponds to the expression of certain personality traits

of users and is thus detached from the specific technology. Since there

are no measurement instruments for the educational sector so far and

existing instruments for measuring technology affinity do not meet the

specific requirements for use in the educational context (e.g., limited time

for questioning), we present the single item Inclusion of Technology Affinity

in Self-Scale (ITAS). In study 1 we provide evidence of convergent and

discriminant validity within the general population so that a generalization of

its applicability is possible. In study 2 we subsequently tested ITAS in the actual

target group, the educational sector. The high correlations of the ITAS with the

ATI and the control instrument TA-EG (ranging from rs = 0.679 to rs = 0.440)

show that ITAS is suitable for use in research. Furthermore, the newly

developed instrument convinces with its low complexity, the graphical

component, which requires little text understanding and the high time saving.

This research thus can contribute to the investigation of technology affinity

in the educational sector helping educators to conduct technical activities

with their learning group, to predict possible difficulties and adjust their

planning accordingly.
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Introduction

Technology in its various forms is an omnipresent
component of modern societies. In turn, these societies are
not only significantly shaped by existing and functioning
technologies, but also, with regard to their future development,
decisively influenced by emerging technologies (Deguchi et al.,
2020). The education sector is also increasingly integrating new
technologies into the classroom and increasing interaction
between learners and technology. Among educational
technologies, video streaming services as well as productivity
and presentation tools are the most commonly used (Vega and
Robb, 2019). In addition to technology teaching, science classes
are particularly suitable for the use of various technologies
(Dani and Koenig, 2008; Lewis, 2014; Kramer et al., 2019).
One example of the complementary use of technologies to
conventional methods in science classes is virtual microscopy
(Greßler, 2019). Another example is the computer-based
approach of neurosimulations without which teaching
neurobiology (e.g., electrophysiology) would be difficult
due to limited resources in the educational sector (Chinn and
Malhotra, 2002; Hofstein and Lunetta, 2004; Lewis, 2014).
However, learners will not benefit from the many technologies
available and their advantages if they do not choose to
actually use them (Estriégana et al., 2019). Accordingly, the
successful implementation of specific technologies in the
education sector is highly dependent on the learners’ acceptance
and the factors influencing their acceptance (Ritter, 2017;
Granić and Marangunić, 2019). For example, in the case of
neurosimulations, Formella-Zimmermann et al. (2022). showed
a positive perception by learners and Diwakar et al. (2014) even
demonstrated that learners rated the technologically supported
learning environment as a relative advantage over traditional
instruction.

Technology acceptance

In order to survey acceptance toward technology, the
“Technology Acceptance Model” (TAM) dominates in research
(Taherdoost, 2018). Originally developed by Davis (1985),
Perceived Usefullness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU)
form the two central components for predicting whether
technology will be intentionally used or rejected. The TAM then
assumes that an individual’s behavioral intention determines
the actual use of a technology. On these central components,
the influence of a variety of potential factors was investigated
(Abdullah and Ward, 2016). The findings of Granić and
Marangunić (2019) show that the TAM is also the most
widely used model in the education sector, e.g., in the area
of e-learning (Šumak et al., 2011). According to King and
He (2006), the dominance of the TAM can be explained
by its comprehensibility, simplicity, and the high reliability

of its influence variables. However, in most studies in the
education sector, the samples are composed of university
students. Especially in school education (high school students),
the TAM is used rather rarely (Granić and Marangunić, 2019).
One possible explanation is the fact that the TAM requires
the one-time use of a particular technology and then predicts
the intention to actually use that technology again. However,
specific technologies, such as neurosimulations, are often used
only once by learners, because by then new topics in the
curriculum are already being addressed. Consequently, the
measure of success of the subsequent uses is possible, while
the first use of a technology cannot be predicted with the
TAM. One could argue that the achieved acceptance for a
specific technology in one learning group is transferable to
another learning group. However, this is contradicted by the
high heterogeneity in education and the individuality of each
learner (Nelson et al., 2011; Markic and Abels, 2014; Vock and
Gronostai, 2017). In order to predict the success of the first-time
implementation of a technology a different approach is required.

Technology affinity

While technology acceptance reflects an attitude toward a
specific technology and is thus situational as well as object-
related, the so called “technology affinity” corresponds to the
manifestation of certain personality traits of users. Franke et al.
(2019) define technology affinity as the way people approach
technology and cite that it manifests itself in whether people
actively seek interaction with technology (high affinity for
technology) or tend to avoid it (low affinity for technology).
Likewise, Jin and Divitini (2020) argue that people who exhibit
higher levels of technology affinity tend to embrace technology
and are positive about interacting with technology. Whereas
Franke et al. (2019) and Jin and Divitini (2020) focus on
the type of interaction, Güdel et al. (2020) define technology
affinity as a person’s relationship with technology, which is
influenced by general attitudes toward technologies, among
other factors. Edison and Geissler (2003) also establish a
link between technology affinity and attitudes toward general
technology, finding that technology affinity translates into
positive attitudes toward general technology. This relationship
between technology affinity and attitudes toward technology is
also established by Karrer et al. (2009), who additionally find that
technology affinity has a positive influence on the knowledge
about and experience with technology. It is also particularly
important that technology affinity has a positive effect on the
intention to use a technology (Wong et al., 2020). Technology
affinity and technology acceptance are thus two closely related
constructs, both linked by the intention to use a technology
(Hesse et al., 2020; Wong et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021).
The described relationships are shown in Figure 1. However,
characterizing technology affinity as a distinct personality trait
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that influences users’ interaction style with technology allows
for a conclusion that is detached from the specific technology
used. This makes it possible to address the issue of the TAM,
as it allows to predict the potential success of a technology
implementation before it is used for the first time.

The relevance of students’ successful use of technology
cannot be underestimated, as they will be the ones entering a
world of work that is technologized to a special degree (Bughin
et al., 2019; Cam et al., 2020). In this context, fostering a high
affinity must be one of the goals of technology education, as
students who have a positive attitude toward technology are
more likely to pursue careers in the field (Maltese and Tai,
2011). In this regard, students generally do not show difficulty
in transitioning to a more technological mode of instruction
(Kamarianos et al., 2020). Furthermore, a significant correlation
was found between technology affinity and willingness to learn
about technology, whereby students with high affinity for
technology showed a higher willingness to learn than students
with low affinity for technology (Jin and Divitini, 2020). It is
also particularly interesting to note that learners with a high
affinity for technology perform significantly worse in traditional
forms of instruction such as a lecture than in technology-
enhanced instruction (Backhaus et al., 2019). At the same time,
Friedl et al. (2006) and Backhaus et al. (2019) showed that
learners who are not categorized as technology-affine would
not suffer any disadvantages in more technology-enhanced
instruction. Ideally, instruction would be differentiated based
on the learners’ respective affinity for technology, with the
accompanying opportunity for choice.

The survey of technology affinity

In order to survey technology affinity, various scales have
been developed in recent years (e.g., Karrer et al., 2009; Fleming
and Artis, 2010; Schmettow and Drees, 2014; Franke et al., 2019).
However, not all these scales meet the specific requirements for
the use in educational context, which include, above all, limited
time (for questioning in class) and high heterogeneity (within
learning groups or across age levels). Moreover, Fleming and
Artis’ 2010 scale, for example, refers to a third-party assessment
of technology affinity rather than a required self-assessment. As
mentioned above, the efficient use of time and thus the number
of items in the measurement instrument is essential and, for
instance, a reason for not using the 19-item TA-EG by Karrer
et al. (2009) in an educational context. The 15-item GEX by
Schmettow and Drees (2014) is not suitable either, as it refers
to rather intense forms of technology affinity (e.g., computer
enthusiasm) and thus does not do justice to the heterogeneity of
classes. The Affinity for Technology Interaction scale (ATI) by
Franke et al. (2019) with its nine items offers better conditions
with regard to the factors time and heterogeneity and seems to
be the best option of the available scales when planning to survey

technology affinity in an educational context. Nevertheless, the
authors of the ATI state that the length of the scale, although
reduced to nine items, can be the limiting factor for use
in combination with other scales in larger surveys (Franke
et al., 2019). In addition, the nine items presuppose a certain
competence regarding text comprehension, which makes the
application of the ATI-scale difficult, especially to students of
younger age groups. The text comprehension of learners can
also be influenced by other native languages or a migration
background (Marx et al., 2015). Moreover, verbal scales may
be perplexing for people in general who are unfamiliar with
the alphabetical system due to different reasons (Jackson et al.,
2006; Holmqvist Olander et al., 2017; Vonk et al., 2017). While
a shortened version of the ATI, the ATI-S, has begun to address
the problem of the length of the scale (Wessel et al., 2019), there
is not yet a version of the scale for participants with a lower level
of text comprehension.

Pictorial scales

Graphical representations can simplify the content of
texts by helping respondents to make a visual connection
to the presented information, and thus contribute to better
comprehension (Tietjens et al., 2018; Weigelt et al., 2022). In
the context of scientific research, pictorial scales are suitable
as a graphical form of implementation. They are already
used in other contexts, such as to assess pain (Jackson et al.,
2006), anxiety (Shetty et al., 2015), connectedness to nature
(Kleespies et al., 2021), physical self-concept (Tietjens et al.,
2018), energetic activation (Weigelt et al., 2022) and STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) identity
(McDonald et al., 2019). Crovari et al. (2020) state that in their
study participants were found to prefer pictorial items over
typical verbal items. In addition to better comprehension, this
can be explained as the use of pictorial scales drastically reduces
the demands on cognitive processes (e.g., minimal visual and
cognitive workload) and thus additionally allows to a quick
completion of the scale (Weigelt et al., 2022). Furthermore,
Stark and Krosnick (2017) state that the use of pictorial scales
leads to increased respondents’ enjoyment of the questionnaire.
Therefore, in this study, a very short and low text-heavy
instrument supported by a graphical illustration is developed,
tested, and compared to already established instruments for
surveying technology affinity. The aim of this study is not to
replace the ATI, but rather to usefully supplement it with a
graphical form of survey, which can be used as a time-saving
tool for scientific research, especially in educational contexts.

In study 1, the new measurement instrument Inclusion of
Technology Affinity in Self scale (ITAS) will be tested specifically
on a, in terms of age and gender, heterogeneous group of
individuals so that a generalization of its applicability is possible
(Karrer et al., 2009). If the new instrument shows high construct
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FIGURE 1

Relationships between technology affinity and technology acceptance.

validity, the instrument can subsequently be tested in the actual
target group, the educational sector (study 2).

Study 1

In study 1, the newly developed ITAS measurement
instrument is tested on individuals largely representing the
general population and examined regarding its correlation
to already established instruments for measuring technology
affinity. The aim of this study is to supplement the already
existing instruments with a pictorial form of survey. The type
of graphical illustration used in the ITAS follows the example
of already existing and often cited studies in other research
areas (Aron et al., 1992; Schultz, 2002; McDonald et al., 2019;
Kleespies et al., 2021).

Materials and methods

To test whether the ITAS measures technology affinity
in an analogous way to already established instruments, a
heterogeneous population (sample 1) was questioned with
the ITAS and the ATI. In addition, as a control instrument,
participants were also surveyed using the TA-EG, as the ATI has
been shown to correlate positively with it (Franke et al., 2019).
Regarding the discriminant validity, the Inclusion of Nature
in Self scale (INS) by Schultz (2002) was used. Following data
collection, the reliability of ITAS was estimated. Subsequent,
the correlation coefficient was used to determine how close
the connection is between the newly developed ITAS and the
existing instruments. In addition, we explored our data using
Principal axis factoring (PAF) and also examined whether all
answer options were used in the sample, to make sure that
heterogeneous cohorts were covered.

Participants
The data collection took place in January 2022 over a

period of four weeks and was conducted by means of an
online survey. The questionnaires were sent via a Germany-
wide email distribution list to people interested in research,
who could participate in the survey on a voluntary basis and
without compensation. Both, the emails and the questionnaire
were distributed in German. It was ensured that the participants
were over 25 years of age at the time of the survey and
were not currently studying, in order to clearly differentiate
the sample from study 2. Thus, at the time of the study, all
respondents were of legal age. Sample 1 included a total of 524
respondents. While the genders are almost evenly distributed
and the achieved percentage of women only slightly outweighs
men, the proportion of 35–64-year-olds in the sample clearly
predominates, as can be seen from Table 1.

Instruments
Affinity for technology interaction scale

The 9-item ATI-scale (Franke et al., 2019) was developed
as an economic, unidimensional alternative to existing
instruments for surveying technology affinity. The scale has
been officially translated into three languages and its reliability
and validity have already been confirmed (Franke et al., 2019;
Lezhnina and Kismihók, 2020; Heilala et al., 2022). Further
unofficial translations can be found on the website of the
authors of the ATI (University of Lübeck, 2022). In addition to
the ATI-scale, there is also a shortened version of it (ATI-S),
which consists of only four items (Wessel et al., 2019). For this
study, however, the 9-item scale was used, as recommended by
the authors since four items do not cover the affinity construct
in such a differentiated way as nine items do. Participants are
asked to answer the German version of the ATI on a Likert scale
of 1 (completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree). The term
“technical systems” consequently used in the items is defined in
the introductory part of the questionnaire as “apps and other
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TABLE 1 Gender and age distribution of sample 1.

Male Female Diverse and no answer Total

25–34 years 54 63 1 118 (22.5%)

35–64 years 124 198 11 333 (63.5%)

65+ years 29 37 4 70 (13.4%)

No answer 2 0 1 3 (0.6%)

Total 209 (39.9%) 298 (56.9%) 17 (3.2%) 524

software applications as well as complete digital devices (e.g.,
cell phones, computers, televisions, car navigation)” following
the example of Franke et al. (2019).

TA-EG

The TA-EG by Karrer et al. (2009) includes 19 items
covering four subscales (TA-EGA = enthusiasm for technology,
TA-EGB = competence in dealing with technology,
TA-EGC = positive consequences of technology,
TA-EGD = negative consequences of technology) that
participants are asked to answer on a Likert scale of 1
(completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree). It was designed
to measure technology affinity as a personality trait expressed
in a positive attitude toward technology. In order to be able
to make a comparison with the instrument in its entirety
and to avoid considering only a subscale of the TA-EG in the
questionnaire, all four subscales (19 items) were included in the
survey. However, in order to match and increase comparability
with (Franke et al., 2019), the focus of the data analysis was
on subscale TA-EGA. The authors of the ATI use only the
subscale TA-EGA to prove their correlations and justify this by
stating that it is most strongly related to technology affinity.
In the original TA-EG scale, technology affinity was assessed
specifically toward electronic devices. For the analysis of the
present study and the desired comparability with the other test
instruments, this term was replaced with “technical systems.”

Inclusion of technology affinity in self scale

The INS is a one-dimensional, graphical survey tool by
Schultz (2002), whose type of illustration can be traced back to
an earlier study by Aron et al. (1992). In the original study, the
authors examined the aspect of closeness between “other” and
“self.” The author of the INS adapted the scale and designed it
to measure the cognitive component of nature connectedness
by also using seven pairs of circles that overlap each other to
varying degrees. The INS was included in the questionnaire
in order to show discriminant validity of it with ITAS in the
analysis of the data.

Inclusion of technology affinity in self scale

The newly developed instrument is based on the graphical
implementation of the INS. Schultz (2002) justifies the survey
of one’s closeness to nature by the fact that all humans are
part of nature and have been from birth. At the same time,

he establishes the concept of technology as something that
separates humans from nature. Accordingly, technology is
described as something that competes with nature, as something
“[that] can fill the role of nature” (Schultz, 2002, p. 73). In
2022, 20 years after Schultz’s article was published, additional
consideration must be given to the time spent in virtual
environments (video games, social media) and how people
become part of these environments by uploading images and
information. Therefore, we consider the approach of a survey
of one’s closeness to technology expressed through differently
overlapping pairs of circles as legitimate. Consequently, the
degree of self-perceived overlap with technology rather than
nature is represented. However, for better comparability with
other test instruments, we use the term “technical systems”
rather than technology. In this manner, ITAS can be used to
determine the relationship to the other instruments used to
survey technology affinity. ITAS consists of seven pairs of circles
and ranges from two separate circles to two completely merging
circles (Figure 2). Participants must choose the pair of circles
that best describes their affinity for technical systems.

In addition, the questionnaire included an open question
about artificial intelligence. It asks: “What do you associate with
the term artificial intelligence? Give three examples.” However,
the answers were irrelevant to the content of this study and will
therefore not be discussed further.

Analysis
For the statistical analysis of the collected data, IBM

SPSS 28 was used. As a first step, a PAF of the nine ATI
items using varimax rotation was conducted to explore the
single-factor structure of the ATI-data in our specific sample.
To verify whether the items used are applicable for factor
analysis, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
test were previously performed. Additionally, Cronbach’s alpha
was calculated to evaluate the reliability of the ATI and
interpreted according to Cripps, 2017, p. 109: unacceptable
(0.5 > α), acceptable (0.8 > α ≥ 0.7), excellent (α ≥ 0.9).
Because of its single-item-structure, the reliability of ITAS was
estimated using a method first introduced by Wanous et al.
(1997). By altering the formula of correction for attenuation
it is possible to estimate the reliability of a variable(ryy) if an
assumed true underlying correlation (rx ′ y ′ ) and an observed
correlation (rxy) are given. Furthermore, one needs to know
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FIGURE 2

The newly developed instrument for measuring technology affinity: Inclusion of Technology Affinity in Self scale (ITAS).

the reliability values for another variable measuring the same
construct (rxx). The corresponding formula for correction for
attenuation equals: rx′y′ =

rxy
√

rxx × ryy
.

In this study, we have adopted the approach performed by
the authors, where rx ′ y ′ is assumed to be 0.9.

Normal distribution was tested using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test and the Shapiro-Wilk test. As both showed a
significant result for all data (p < 0.05), a normal distribution
cannot be assumed. Therefore, Spearman’s rank correlation
was used to determine the correlation between ITAS and the
three other instruments included in the questionnaire (TA-EG;
ATI; INS). All correlation values were interpreted according to
Cohen (1992): small (0.1), medium (0.3), large (0.5). Missing
data were deleted listwise in case of PAF and pairwise in case
of correlations. For the consideration of the total scale of the
multidimensional TA-EG, the mean value of the individual
subscales was calculated first, and from this the mean value
for the overall construct. Since one of the subscales has a
lower number of items, this is to avoid that this component
is underweighted and the total value of the construct is
represented correctly.

Results

For the nine ATI items, the Bartlett test was highly
significant (p < 0.001) and the KMO test approved the

sampling adequacy (KMO = 0.924), therefore meeting the
requirements for factor analysis (Dziuban and Shirkey, 1974).
All items showed high loading (>0.5) on a single factor,
which explained 58% of the variance (Table 2). Due to the
one-factor structure, the solution could not be rotated. The
Cronbach alpha value was 0.921 and thus in a very good range.
We used the observed value for Cronbach alpha from our
study as well as the nine values from Franke et al. (2019)
to calculate a mean value of reliability for the ATI variable
(rxx = 0.895). The value for rxy corresponds to the observed
correlation between ITAS and the ATI (rxy = 0.679). This
leads to the following equation for the reliability of ITAS
(ryy):

0.9 = 0.679√
0.895 × ryy

, resulting in a minimum estimated

reliability for ITAS of ryy = 0.636. The r-values of Spearman’s
rank correlation between the new test instrument ITAS
and the other two instruments (ATI and TA-EGA) for
affinity to technology are strongly positive (>0.601) with a
significant level p < 0.01 (Figure 3). Considering the entire
TA-EG scale, the value is slightly lower with rs = 0.577
(p < 0.01). The correlation between ITAS and INS was
rs = 0.144 (p < 0.01). Furthermore, between the ATI and
the TA-EGA a strongly positive correlation could be obtained
(rs = 0.840, p < 0.01).

Figure 4 presents the percentage distribution of participants
across the 7-level ITAS. The percentage of cases at the two
extremes is the lowest. For answer choice 1, it is 2.1%, while
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TABLE 2 Results of the principal axis factoring (PAF) with the items of the ATI and the related factor loadings.

Factor 1

ATI_5 I enjoy spending time becoming acquainted with a new technical system. 0.887

ATI_4 When I have a new technical system in front of me, I try it out intensively. 0.838

ATI_2 I like testing the functions of new technical systems. 0.839

ATI_1 I like to occupy myself in greater detail with technical systems. 0.834

ATI_9 I try to make full use of the capabilities of a technical system. 0.73

ATI_7 I try to understand how a technical system exactly works. 0.72

ATI_8 It is enough for me to know the basic functions of a technical system. –0.712

ATI_6 It is enough for me that a technical system works; I don’t care how or why. –0.705

ATI_3 I predominantly deal with technical systems because I have to. –0.527

α = 0.921

FIGURE 3

Correlations according to Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) between the technology affinity scales (ATI; TA-EGA; ITAS) used in study 1.
**Significant at the level p < 0.01.

5.34% choose answer 7. Answer option 4 was chosen the most
with 31.49%. With a mean value of 4.2, the standard deviation
is 1.38. In summary, it can be stated that all response options of
the instrument were used in sample 1.

Discussion

The factor loadings and single-factor structure as well as the
Cronbach alpha of our study are comparable to the findings of
previous studies on the ATI. For example, the α-values in the
samples of Franke et al. (2019) ranged from 0.83 to 0.90 and
Lezhnina and Kismihók (2020) reported a reliability value of
0.90 for the ATI scale. Compared to the literature findings, we
interpret the data of our sample as suitable for further analysis.

The distribution of given answers for ITAS shown in
Figure 4 allows to conclude that the heterogeneity of the

participants in terms of their affinity for technology could be
covered across its entire range. To check whether the newly
developed ITAS measures the technology affinity in the same
way as established instruments, it is important to confirm the
convergent and discriminant validity of the scale.

To do this, we first had to estimate the reliability of ITAS.
With our value of ryy = 0.636 we almost reach a reliability value
of 0.7. It should be noted, however, that these estimates represent
the minimum reliability. Actual reliability could be higher, but it
cannot be lower, nor can it be estimated with greater precision
(Wanous et al., 1997). The results suggest that we consider
our estimated reliability of the ITAS to be sufficient to assess
convergent and discriminant validity.

Convergent validity is typically assessed by correlations
between the scores on the instrument under study and scores
on existing instruments for measuring similar constructs.
Furthermore, discriminant validity is assessed by the scores on
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FIGURE 4

Percentage distribution of sample 1 responses given across the
7-level ITAS.

the instrument under study and scores on existing instruments
for conceptually different constructs (Boateng et al., 2018).

The results of the Spearman’s rank correlation add evidence
for the convergent validity of the ITAS in comparison with
the ATI, achieving a strongly positive correlation (rs = 0.679).
Furthermore, the results also show a high correlation of the
ITAS with the subscale TA-EGA (rs = 0.601) and the total scale
of the TA-EG (rs = 0.577). Thus, our data are in line with
the request of Carlson and Herdman (2012) to avoid values
under 0.5, if possible. With the correlation between ITAS and
ATI we even almost reach their recommended value of at
least 0.7. However, their results also demonstrate that even
relatively modest departures from perfect convergent validity
create the possibility for substantial differences in research
findings ( Carlson and Herdman, 2012).

To confirm the discriminant validity, the correlation with
divergent measuring instruments should be noticeably lower
than the correlation with convergent measuring instruments
(Hubley, 2014). The discriminant validity of the ITAS was to
be confirmed based on the comparison with the INS. This is
particularly relevant since the type of illustration used is the
same in both instruments. The obtained low correlation of
rs = 0.144 (p > 0.01) adds evidence for the discriminant validity.

The correlation between the already established instrument
ATI and the subscale TA-EGA has already been confirmed in the
literature. For example, Franke et al. (2019) found values ranged
from r = 0.480 to r = 0.620 depending on the respective sample.
In our study we achieved a correlation of rs = 0.840, which even
exceeds the literature findings.

In summary, the rs-values of Spearman’s rank correlation
between ITAS and ATI exceed the highest correlation that could
be achieved between the ATI itself and the TA-EGA in the
development of the ATI scale. The correlations of the ATI to the
GEX of Schmettow and Drees (2014) were also exceeded with
the exception of the US American participants from sample 4
(Franke et al., 2019). However, it must be mentioned that the
respective samples within the studies differed from each other

in terms of their composition. Our sample is mainly set up by
34–65-year old participants. Franke et al. (2019), on the other
hand, achieve the highest correlation to TA-EG with a student
group that is on average 25 years old. A comparison to a group
of the ATI dataset similar to us would be the US American
participants (sample 4) or the pedestrians in various German
cities (sample 5). However, the authors do not report any values
for the correlation between ATI and TA-EGA in these samples.
Although this has to be taken into account when comparing
the correlations, we generally consider our values for convergent
and divergent validity as promising and believe that ITAS can be
used as a reasonable supplement to measure technology affinity.

Study 2

After study 1 demonstrated promising construct validity of
the instrument, in study 2 the ITAS was tested in the actual target
group, the education sector.

Materials and methods

Participants
Prior to the study, in case of the public schools, the parents

were informed about the aims of the study, its voluntary nature
as well as the data protection and were asked for written consent.
Part of that process was also the approval of the principals of
the respective public schools. In case of legal age, the written
consent form was filled out by the students themselves. All data
were collected anonymously and for research purposes only. For
this study a total of 547 persons from an educational context
were questioned using the three instruments for measuring
technology affinity (TA-EG; ATI; ITAS) as well as the INS.
The participants include university students of the Goethe
University of Frankfurt, or more precisely teacher trainees in
biology (n = 157), and high school students from six different
public schools (n = 390). The public school students surveyed
were 16.8 years old on average. This age group was chosen
deliberately in order to mostly ensure the text comprehension
required for the ATI and TA-EG. The gender distribution for
sample 2 can be taken from Table 3.

Instruments
The same instruments were used as in study 1.

Analysis
Since the single factor structure of the ATI scale was

explored in study 1 and has already been confirmed in the
literature (Franke et al., 2019; Lezhnina and Kismihók, 2020),
no further PAF was performed in study 2.

As in study 1, the data were tested toward normal
distribution by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the
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TABLE 3 Gender distribution of sample 2.

Male Female Divers and no answer Total

University students 28 127 2 157 (28.7%)

High school students 152 229 9 390 (71.3%)

Total 180 (32.9%) 356 (65.1%) 11 (2%) 547

Shapiro-Wilk test. Normal distribution cannot be assumed, as
both tests showed a significant result (p < 0.05). Therefore,
the correlation between the ITAS and the other instruments
(TA-EG; ATI; INS) was determined using Spearman’s rank
correlation and interpreted according to Cohen (1992): small
(0.1), medium (0.3), large (0.5). Missing data were deleted
pairwise in case of correlations.

Results

For sample 2, the rs-values of Spearman’s rank correlation
between the new test instrument ITAS and the other two
instruments (ATI and TA-EGA) for technology affinity are
almost strongly positive (ranging from 0.474 to 0.440) with a
significant level p < 0.01 (Figure 5). Considering the entire TA-
EG scale, the value is slightly higher with rs = 0.454 (p < 0.01).
The correlation between ITAS and INS within sample 2
was rs =–0.108 (p < 0.05). Furthermore, a strongly positive
correlation between the ATI and the TA-EGA could be obtained
(rs = 0.684, p < 0.01).

Regarding the distribution of the answers (Figure 6), in
sample 2 the most frequently indicated values correspond
to answer option 4 with 27.6% and 5 with 28.3% (MV=4.6;
SD = 1.26). Considering the two extremes, answer option
7 clearly exceeds answer option 1. The distribution of
sample 2 shows slightly higher values than sample 1
(MV = 4.2; SD = 1.38). As in study 1, all possible response
options of ITAS were covered.

Discussion

The construct validity of the newly developed ITAS
instrument already shown in study 1 could also be demonstrated
in the target group, the education sector. However, it must
be considered that our sample only represents a small part of
the whole educational sector. While the high school sector is
already represented diversely, data on younger school classes
are missing. The university students are only representative
of their respective course of study, which corresponds to the
didactics of biology. While this cohort is particularly interesting
as the participants will form the next generation of biology
teachers, more diversity should be represented here in the
future. The area of adult education could also be taken into

account. Looking at the convergent validity results, almost
strongly positive correlation between ITAS and the ATI is
reached (rs =0.474). When compared to McDonald et al. (2019),
who also validated a single item instrument of overlapping
circles in the educational sector, our correlations are higher
than their values (ranging between r = 0.30 and 0.40). However,
the particularly high values from study 1 and the minimum
for convergent validity specified by Carlson and Herdman
(2012) could not be reached. This is also the case with the
correlation values between ITAS and the subscale TA-EGA as
well as between ITAS and the total scale of the TA-EG. One
possible explanation is that the two instruments (ATI and TA-
EG) were not explicitly developed for use in the educational
sector resulting in difficulties for the students to fully understand
the items of the instruments. One can reach to this conclusion
because the authors refer to very heterogeneous population
groups as their target group, address a possible use for economic
concerns, and only a small part of their sample can be considered
as belonging to the educational sector (Karrer et al., 2009; Franke
et al., 2019). Comparing the values with the corresponding
student sample (sample 3) from the study by Franke et al.
(2019), it is noticeable that similar values are obtained in
their correlation between ATI and TA-EGA (r = 0.48). This
value also corresponds to a lower achieved correlation in
the education sector. Since younger participants are found in
the educational sector, an influence of age could be another
possibility for the lower correlation (participants of study 1 > 25
years).

Regarding discriminant validity, study 2 confirms that there
is only a minimal correlation between ITAS and the INS
(rs = –0.108). As in study 1, this is particularly important since
the type of illustration used is the same in both instruments.

The distribution of responses given for the ITAS
within sample 2 confirms the existing heterogeneity in
the education sector (Markic and Abels, 2014; Vock
and Gronostai, 2017). The seven response options of
the ITAS circles allow a differentiated recording of
this heterogeneity. It is important to identify students
who show particularly high and low technology
affinity in order to identify potential difficulties and
promote special skills.

In summary, ITAS is once again clearly distinguished from
an instrument (INS) that measures a different construct. In
addition, it is also able to measure technology affinity in the
target group of the education sector in a similar way to the ATI.
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FIGURE 5

Correlations according to Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) between the technology affinity scales (ATI; TA-EGA; ITAS) used in study 2.
**Significant at the level p < 0.01.

It should be noted, however, that our sample does not cover the
education sector in its entirety and that the correlations could
be affected by the circumstance that the ATI is not specifically
intended for the education sector.

General discussion

Technology plays a central role in today’s generation of
students as it is increasingly used in schools. This has been
further reinforced by the need for online instruction in recent
years due to the Corona pandemic (Kamarianos et al., 2020;
Winter et al., 2021). To date, most research in education has
focused on technology acceptance in the context of successful
technology implementation (Diwakar et al., 2014; Formella-
Zimmermann et al., 2022). However, in order to be able to
predict the success of the first-time use of a technology, a
different approach is needed, since the survey of technology
acceptance with the TAM instrument presupposes that the
technology has already been used. The main difference between
technology affinity and technology acceptance is that it can be
assessed prior to the first application, since it is characterized
as a distinct personality trait and is thus detached from the
specific technology.

The need of a survey of technology
affinity and its potential use

Technology affinity becomes of special relevance in the
education sector as it allows to predict the successful use of
technology (Hesse et al., 2020; Wong et al., 2020; Yang et al.,

2021). If there is little affinity within the learning group or
among individuals, this is not a definitive reason to not use
technology. Rather, it should be ensured that individual students
are offered support in using the technology at an early stage. To
make this possible, a survey of affinity for technology as some
form of pretest is needed that should not take up much time
and allows teachers to evaluate the status quo of the learning
group without much effort. Despite this need, current research
in education still lacks a suitable measurement tool as shown in
the introduction. Therefore, we present the ITAS as a low text-
heavy tool for quickly quantifying the technology affinity in the
education sector.

In future research, ITAS can be used, for example, before
teachers conduct technical activities with their learning group,
to predict possible difficulties and adjust their planning

FIGURE 6

Percentage distribution of sample 2 responses given across the
7-level ITAS.
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accordingly. Depending on the results, it can be decided to
what extent the use of technical tools is worthwhile or whether
highly technological topics such as artificial intelligence can be
addressed. In addition, a survey before and after the lesson can
be used to evaluate and improve the learning content in terms of
its capability to promote student’s affinity for technology. Since
ITAS also provides valid results for older subjects (study 1),
long-term studies are also conceivable in which the development
of technology affinity from childhood to adulthood can be
surveyed. In this way, for example, the point in time at which
possible aversions develop can be precisely recorded. Another
advantage of the validity of ITAS for older subjects is the
possible survey of teachers and teacher trainees as conducted in
case of the university students of sample 2. Knowledge about
teacher’s affinity for technology is important as teachers with
high affinity for technology were shown to have more positive
attitudes toward using digital support software (Küppers and
Schroeder, 2020). This is supported by the findings of Project
Tomorrow (2017), in which technology leaders indicate that
the biggest challenge to expanding technology use in education
is motivating teachers to change their traditional approach to
teaching and use technology more meaningfully with students.

Single item structure

ITAS is designed as a single-item instrument. Although the
use of single-item measures is often debated, there are several
constructs that have been successfully assessed with single-
item measures, including job satisfaction (Wanous et al., 1997),
teaching effectiveness (Wanous and Hudy, 2001), STEM identity
(McDonald et al., 2019) and connectedness to nature (Kleespies
et al., 2021). The latter two are particularly noteworthy because
they also use overlapping pairs of circles as pictorial scale.
Wanous et al. (1997) found that the observed correlation values
between individual items and scales averaged r = 0.63, from
which they deduced that measuring scales with only one item is
acceptable. We were able to obtain similar results in our study,
although our item was newly developed and not taken from
an existing scale. An advantage of single-item measurements
is that they allow to save time and reduce the perceived
burden (Fisher et al., 2016; Weigelt et al., 2022), which has
a positive effect on response rates (Crawford et al., 2001).
However, we would like to emphasize here that, despite the
above arguments, there are still good reasons to prefer scales
over single items. For example, a single item cannot provide as
differentiated insights as a scale measurement (Weigelt et al.,
2022). Furthermore, single items are more prone to transfer
response patterns because they cannot compensate for transfer
effects as well as scales (Diamantopoulos et al., 2012). Fuchs
and Diamantopoulos (2009) suggest that single-item measures
are acceptable when the constructs being measured are concrete
and unidimensional, the desired precision is low, and the sample

population is limited. These points apply to ITAS since the goal
is to obtain an initial assessment of a heterogeneous learning
group limited by class size. As we only want to achieve a
first prediction, the desired precision is low. Regarding the
unidimensionality, we consider this to be true for technology
affinity as well. The unidimensionality of the construct is proven
by Franke et al. (2019) and Schmettow and Drees (2014) in their
studies. Furthermore, we agree with the authors of the ATI that
while the overall scale of the TA-EG tries to survey technology
affinity as a multidimensional construct, only subscale TA-EGA

actually serves respective items to survey technology affinity.
The Subscales B, C and D rather correspond to the domain of
attitude.

Limitations

Although the study was carefully conducted, some
limitations have to be considered. While the construct validity
of the instrument could be successfully demonstrated, other
types of validity such as criterion validity could not yet be
included in the research. However, future research will try
to demonstrate criterion validity of the ITAS by showing its
correlation with the actually achieved acceptance of technology
surveyed via TAM. While the single-item structure positively
influences the time that is needed to answer the instrument,
it covers the construct of technology affinity in a reduced
form without subscales as e.g., the TA-EG by Karrer et al.
(2009). It should also be noted that participants have different
conceptions of the term “technical systems.” Therefore, the
preceding definition of the term in the questionnaire is
particularly important. While it has been demonstrated that
ITAS can successfully survey technology affinity in the education
sector, it is important to note that the instrument has so far only
been tested on participants in high school or university. Future
research should therefore address the use of ITAS in younger
age groups and more diverse university subjects. Additionally,
it remains to be seen whether the existence of a suitable test
instrument will actually lead to a desired increase in surveys of
technology affinity in education.

Open science approach

For our studies, we considered all questionnaires and
responses received. Only an open question on the perception of
artificial intelligence, additionally included in the questionnaire,
was irrelevant for the presented studies and therefore, was
not considered in the analysis. Data were assigned to either
sample 1 or sample 2 and coded accordingly. While a sample
size of 200 is recommended for the most basic psychometric
analyses (Frost et al., 2007), 400 participants should be targeted
for reliability and validity studies (Charter, 1999). Therefore,
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we set a target size of at least 400 participants for both
samples, explicitly excluding college and high school students
for sample 1 in order to achieve a higher differentiation of
sample 2. After reaching the specified number, we continued
to include data until the end of the planned survey period
(January 2022). The measurements which are relevant for this
study are described in detail in section “Instruments.” The
measurements that are not included in figures or tables can
be accessed in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary
Figure 1. By reporting how “[. . .] we determined our sample
size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations and all
measurements in the study,” we follow the recommendation of
( Simmons et al., 2012).

Conclusion

The aim of this study to provide evidence of the convergent
and discriminant validity of the ITAS as an instrument in
the research field that is less text-heavy and supported by a
visual illustration can be regarded as successful. Our empirical
study shows correlation of the ITAS with the ATI and the
control instrument TA-EG. In the field of education, ITAS
can be used as a supplement to ATI or other technology
affinity scales or, if the setting requires, as an alternative
to them. ITAS convinces with the low complexity of the
instrument, the graphical component, which requires little
text understanding, the high time saving as well as the high
construct validity. In addition, a translation into other languages
would be very easy.

Up to now, there have been relatively few studies dealing
with the technology affinity of students, both in universities and
public schools. Due to the ITAS now available, it will be possible
to accompany research approaches with regard to technology
affinity, even if there is little time available or participants do
not yet have a particularly well-developed text comprehension.
In future studies, the target group should be covered even more
diversely by data and should include both learning groups and
teachers, as they are the final decision makers on the design
of instruction and consequently the increased integration of
technology in the classroom.
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